Baby Jogger Buggy
Pushchair

Fully featured pushchair for use with a range of SOS specialist seating systems.
Suitable for young children.
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Baby Jogger Buggy
Pushchair with special seating

Innovative features:
Telescopic handle bar with wipe clean grip
Height adjustable for comfort.

Parents and carers can now use a
mainstream pushchair with a range of SOS
special seating.

Quick release interface

Switch seating systems easily, increasing wheelbase
life span.

The Baby Jogger Buggy, City Select is a high quality
pushchair with quick release seating. Easy to fold and
very light, the Baby Jogger is one of the most convenient
special seating buggies available.

Forward and backward facing seat
position

Key features:

The seat can be reclined so that the child is lying down or
sitting up.

Buggy styling and convenience

Folds down for storage

Built in tilt mechanism

Suitable for transport in the car boot with space to
spare.

Fully compatible with special seating with pushchair looks

Lightweight and easy to push
Made from Aluminium tubing Baby Jogger is very light
and strong. Features large 12” forever air rear tyres and 8”
swivel front wheels, ideal for roads and rough terrain.

Large 12” rear wheels

Air filled rear wheels offer cushioning over rough
terrain.

Suitable for young children

Swivel front wheels with position lock
Front wheels can be locked straight for long
distance strolling.

Compatible with modular and custom
moulded seating

Convenient and easy to use.
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SOS have successfully crash tested the Baby
Jogger Buggy making it suitable for use in
adapted vehicles.
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Safety tested for transportation

Handle operated brakes
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Forward and backward facing seat options
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Range of accessories available

The Baby Jogger Buggy has central seat mounting points allowing the seating system to face forwards or backwards. Great
for clients that require constant supervision.

Includes sun canopy, rain canopy, large net carrier and
seating system accessories.

Forward and backward facing seat position
The seating system can be positioned facing forwards or
backwards depending on client needs.

Folds up for compact storage
Baby Jogger folds into 3 for easy storage in the back of a
car or cupboard.
Quick release buttons for
easy seat removal

Baby Jogger Buggy with
MSI custom moulded
seating system, Poziform
harness and footbox.

Options and accessories
Sun shade/rain canopy
(Sun shade sold separately)

NEW Cosy toes

Leg and foot warmer to match seating upholstery (not
pictured)

Footrests

Wide range of options.
Available with swing aside footrest (optional)

Net carrier

Convenient under-seat storage attached to frame
(removable)

Need more info or advice?
Call: 0044 (0)1283 520400
Email us: enquiries@specialorthotic.com
Visit our website: www.specialisedorthoticservices.co.uk
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